WEEDS!
a menace to everyone / profits for you

There’s money in weeds, if you’re on the right side of them. And that’s with any of the many Du Pont weed and brush killers. They make custom weed control jobs easy and effective. Check the typical problems below; chances are you’ll see at least half of them within a mile of where you’re standing. The answers are easy, too, because Du Pont has a product to meet almost any weed control situation you’ll encounter.

THE PROBLEM: Hard-to-kill perennials — Johnson grass, Bermuda grass, nutgrass and quackgrass.

THE ANSWER: Efficient, long-term control of grasses and weeds with HYVAR® isocil weed killer, an entirely new organic herbicide.

THE PROBLEM: Rampant weed growth in storage areas causing fire hazards as well as wood and metal deterioration.

THE ANSWER: A single application of KARMEX® diuron or TELVAR® monuron weed killers provides effective, low-cost control of weeds and grasses for a whole season.

THE PROBLEM: Deep-rooted perennial weeds — morning glory, leafy spurge, Canada thistle and others.

THE ANSWER: Easier control of noxious weeds than ever before with TRYSBEN® 200 weed killer. Also controls some woody plants.

THE PROBLEM: Undesirable growth of brush on plant sites, roadsides, drainage ditches, rights-of-ways.

THE ANSWER: Economical control of brush with safe, non-volatile, AMMATE® X or with DYBAR® fenuron weed and brush killer.

Only a few examples of the type of situations that mean opportunity for you are shown above. Product descriptions are necessarily brief, too — each of these Du Pont herbicides effectively control many other kinds of weeds or brush. For complete information mail the coupon to Du Pont today.

On all chemicals follow label instructions and warnings carefully.
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